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Dolphin Watching

Spend a couple of amazing hours with a pod of Spinner dolphins. These playful dolphins will leave you 
spellbound with their leaps and acrobatics. 
By boat, depending on the weather, you may also be able to get in the water and swim with them. 
By Jet ski, reduce the distance between you and the very playful dolphins that come to play with the 
jet ski!

WHY ? The best place in Polynesia to see the dolphins

Ultimate Tahiti Discovery 
Full Day

Take a private tour of Tahiti in a deluxe car, with an expert guide to introduce you to the island’s 
secret ingredients. For starters, tell your guide what you enjoy doing and what you would like 
to see on your tour and he will create a customized trip filled with culture, history, a splash of 
nature, botany, a hint of geography, music and anything else that sampling some Polynesian trea-
sures for dessert:  pearl, monoi oil, vanilla and local crafts. Lunch (2 courses) at Coco’s restaurant, 
located on the seafront facing dolphins and Moorea. The Chief offers a simple cuisine at lunch 
time where the quality of products is highlighted.

WHY ? Discover comfortably the essence of Tahiti in 1 day
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Surf Course with  avec Michel Demont 
04h00

6 times Europe Champion, South Pacific champion 2007 champion Tahiti 2009 etc ... Coach for 
the selection Tahitian (16-18 years), physical and technical preparation. Courses include trans-
portation, board surfing and insurance. Material quality and boards of all sizes. Depending on 
your skills, you choose from various surf spots and different type of wave. You can try several 
boards during the course.

WHY ? Because it’s a champion! And surf spots are easily accessible

Hiking in the Lavatubes (athletic level / Lunch included) 
Full day

Moderately difficult canyon hike visiting lava channels that were formed during the volcanic 
period when the island was born. You will explore the rocks and vaults that Mother Nature 
herself has carved out. When you come out of the Lavatubes, follow the river bubbling with 
waterfalls and have a swim in the cool water. Lunch and equipment included (headlight, gloves 
and coverall).

WHY ?  The beauty of unspoiled tropical Nature



Nature & Culture in Moorea
Half Day / Minivan & Walking Tour

Discover the beauty of Moorea island during this half day tour. Your guide will gladly share with 
you her wide knowledge while taking you to the famous sightseeing point Le Belvedere over-
looking Cook and Opunohu’s bays, the volcano’s crater and the plateau de la Bounty. You will 
pass through the pineapple fields and vanilla plantations. You will discover the tropical fruits of 
the agricultural school and will test their tasty flavor at the fruit juice factory. Do not miss the 
various archaeological sites and their history! Then escape to the magnificent Opunohu Valley 
with its lush vegetation, tree ferns, tropical fruits and flowers, rivers and natural pools where 
you can swim. On the way back, tasting fresh fruits at the Mareto sandy beach.

WHY ?  The great passionate guide & its attentive service

Authentic Moana Lagoon Excursion
Full Day (Motu Lunch included)

Set off on Moorea lagoon and head for the famous Cook and Opunohu bays for an incredible view 
of the mountains your guide will tell you the story. Then admire the black tip sharks and caress 
the stingrays. Enjoy a BBQ on a motu, during which the famous Coco & Raw fish show will be 
displayed. Afternoon leisure on the beach.

WHY ?  A 100% authentic atmosphere!
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COMBO TOUR Jet Ski and 4WD
Full Day (Moorea Beach Café Lunch included)

Explore the adventurous side of Moorea by combining a Jet Ski tour in the morning with a Safari 
4WD in the afternoon to unveil both the land and marine treasures of the island. In between, 
you’ll get the chance to appreciate a 3-course lunch at the renowned Moorea Beach Café, a 
must do restaurant in Moorea located with an idyllic setting overlooking the lagoon offering a 
New Cuisine in a lounge musical ambiance. 

WHY ? Discover the essence of Moorea in 1 day

The Private Kahaia Polynesian
Full Day (Motu Gourmet Lunch included)

Embark on a 30 foot long outrigger canoe that will take you on a trip to discover the submarine 
beauties of Moorea: after a swim in the turquoise lagoon, make the acquaintance of the rays, 
even touch and feed them, and also see black-tipped sharks, approaching them within arm len-
gth. Visit the carved volcanic rocks, forming a lagoon gallery of 1m50 high sculptured Tikis that lie 
beneath the surface of the crystal clear water. During the return journey, you will stop at an islet 
to fish and taste Pahua, delicious Tahitian shellfish. Take part in the preparation of the “poisson 
cru” or raw fish salad served with coconut milk. Lunch will be served on the beach: seafood, sa-
lads, exotic fruits. Beverages include wine, beer, soft drinks and water. After lunch you can relax 
and appreciate at leisure this small paradise, or go snorkeling in the natural aquarium situated 
opposite the beach site.

WHY ?  Privacy, friendly service & delicious food
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Private Romantic Polynesian Evening
04H00

Embark on a 30 foot outrigger canoe that will take you on a sunset cruise, decked with flowers to the 
soft strains of a guitar and ukulele. You will be served an exotic cocktail in a coconut. When you step 
on the islet, appetizers will be served and you will have ample time to behold the magnificent site 
you have chosen for this dinner for two. At the water’s edge, a small outdoor lounge decorated with 
Tifaitai  awaits you for relaxation. On the beach, at the center of an Opuhi petals’ heart, the table is 
candle-lit. Take place on its 2 Pomare chairs and enjoy the entire beach lit up with torches and a huge 
bonfire, making this magical moment even more intense. Two dancers and musicians will entertain 
while you appreciate a specially prepared gourmet seafood menu. Champagne (1 bottle), wine, beer 
and softs are all available to you throughout the evening. After the meal, in the depths of the night, 
gaze at the stars of the southern hemisphere before going back to you hotel.

WHY ? The magic of the place & the moment
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My Polynesian Life 
Full Day (Lunch included)

Away from the hustle and bustle of the city, leave behind your everyday life and meet your local 
host, Sam. This full day experience will turn you into a true Polynesian islander: in the mor-
ning, paddling technique initiation on a traditional outrigger canoe, net fishing learning session, 
cooking lesson with your morning catch; lunch will be your chance for a nice bonding time with 
your host. The afternoon goes on Sam’s plantation, ravishing green scenery, where your senses 
will be awakened by the tropical flora’s scents and seasoning fruits…

WHY ?  This is undoubtedly the most Polynesian activity of our catalog!



Whale Watching Expedition
Half Day

Whales come to Polynesia’s warm waters from August to October/November to mate and 
give birth. Getting up close and personal with these wild sea mammals is an unforgettable 
experience. The wellbeing of the creature is our top priority and your guide will decide how 
best to proceed.

WHY ?  An unforgettable moment !

Dolphin activities at Moorea Dolphin Center

Hina, Lokahi and Kuokoa welcome you to the Moorea Dolphin Center at Intercontinental Re-
sort. Follow the guide and enter this captivating and magic world. All programs start with an 
educational part, you will learn about marine mammals and particularly about dolphins, their 
evolution, anatomy and habits, learn how to protect them and preserve their fragile environ-
ment.

WHY ?  The chance to touch & swim with a dolphin
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QUAD / ATV or SSV guided tours

Fun, these tours are also very complete and allow you to fully enjoy the beauty of the land of 
Moorea, that still counts some places inaccessible to standard vehicles. Craters with steep lines, 
lush and varied plantations, rivers, panoramic views... These new generation fully automatic ma-
chines are specially designed for rides : safe, stable, comfortable for the two passengers, they are 
mostly very simple to drive and go anywhere.

WHY ? The sensations in a Jurassic environment!



Snorkeling Guided Tour at Moorea Lagoonarium 
(By Moorea Water Games)

02h00

This 2-hour tour provides an excellent first secure approach to the wildlife of the lagoon of 
Moorea. After a short bus transfer from your hotel to Vaiare pier, you will be taken by boat on 
the east coast on motu Ahi at the Lagoonarium of the island. Supervised by a qualified instruc-
tor, you will meet a multitude of tropical fish (Surgeons, Parrot fish, Butterfly fish, Demoiselles 
etc), jack fish, stingrays and black tip sharks…. Watch Teiki, their feeder, nourishing and playing 
with all of them. A real show not to be missed! Discover the small motu Ahi, a place fitted out 
in any old way, a world apart…

WHY ? The multitude of different species

Rando Pacifique, Hiking & Canyon guided tours
Deep forests, pineapple fields, breathtaking views over the crater, the lagoon or Tahiti island. Dis-
cover all the richness and magnificent landscapes of Moorea by foot! Several trails with different 
levels available, from a simple walk to canyon hike designed for adventurers.

WHY ?  The luxuriant Nature
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Shark & Ray Lagoon Safari and Motu TAPU
Small family business native of the island, the Tepeva family will take you onboard one of its boats on 
exceptional preserved sites they discovered themselves, most of them away from the bustle of the 
famous touristic spots. Ray, shark, octopus, lagoon fish, reef ... it’s in a friendly atmosphere that the 
son or dad Tepeva will share its knowledge. To finish in style, discover one of the most beautiful motu 
of the BoraBora, the mythical Motu Tapu, former residence of the queen and property prohibited to 
any person outside the court, hence its name of «tapu» (banned in Tahitian).

WHY ?  For the authentic atmosphere & the beauty of the visited spots

COMBO TOUR 4WD and Jet Ski
Full Day (Bloody Mary’s Lunch included)

A 100% adventure tour with this combo tour beginning with a 4WD safari tour to discover 
the interior of the island through steep paths leading to breathtaking view points. Then 
stop for lunch at the typical restaurant the Bloody Mary’s. The day continues with a 2 hours 
jet ski tour on the turquoise lagoon of Bora Bora.  A day tour that promises to be full of 
thrill !

WHY ? Discover the essence of Bora Bora in 1 day

Vitamin Sea - Sailing Bora Bora

A unique & totally eco friendly way to experience the most beautiful lagoon in the world.
Vitamin Sea is a very spacious racing sailing catamaran turned into a comfortable cruising cata-
maran with its sunbeds and sound system. Its large nets offer you great views of the amazing 
water flowing underneath you. It is the only catamaran capable of sailing in the shallow waters 
and taking you to the most beautiful spots in the lagoon. During this smooth yet exciting sailing 
adventure, relax on the sunbeds, enjoy the scenery, the background music & the professional 
service of your Vitamin Sea team. Sunset, half day & full day.

WHY ? The sulphureous boat & great onboard service
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Tanoa Private Tours by Bennington Pontoon Luxury Boat

Onboard your exclusive luxury boat, your guide Tanoa will take you around the island for a full 
day of lagoon discovery. Snorkeling at the manta rays spot, coral garden, aquarium, shark and 
ray feeding before stopping on a motu. There, your guide will show you the traditional way to 
climb a coconut tree, how to pick, open, and grate a coconut, and much more… The table is 
set in the lagoon for a lunch with your «feet in the water»! A delicious surf & turf lunch will be 
served, with chilled Champagne…

WHY ?  For e.ve.ry.thing!

Tamatoa Private Tours by Hand-Carved
Traditional Outrigger Canoe

Embark on a beautiful Polynesian outrigger canoe, hand-carved and very comfortably furnished 
for a moment of relaxation and discovery of the lagoon of Bora Bora with Champagne. Herenui 
your guide will share his knowledge at snorkeling, swimming, rays and sharks  stops... In full day, 
a table dressed with lace and glass in Crystal is drawn into the turquoise lagoon for a lunch BBQ 
& lobsters. In the evening, enjoy a sunset cruise.

WHY ? The hand-carved canoe & the mid-wild/mid-classy atmosphere

Dive for your Tahitian Pearl

Enjoy a unique moment, diving in Bora Bora lagoon to collect your own black pearl! About 
20m from the pontoon of the pearl farm, lines of oysters at 2m deep are ready to be collected. 
Inside each of them, a Tahitian pearl mature after 2 years of a long process of development. 
Choose your oyster and the treasure inside is yours! (Includes one pearl per couple).

WHY ?  For the true Tahitian experience!
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Sunset Cruise & Romantic Dinner at St James
04h00

The perfect romantic evening beginning by a romantic sunset cruise onboard a nice motorized 
outrigger boat specially designed with several small private benches offering comfort and inti-
macy. Enjoy the sunset at the sound of the ukulele before reaching the pontoon of restaurant 
St James in Vaitape. Welcomed with a glass of Champagne, savor a 3-course romantic dinner 
prepared by the Chef.

WHY ?  A romantic evening outside your Resort

Pure Snorkeling  
Half Day

This is the best way to explore marine flora and fauna on a trip for swimmers of all levels. Your 
qualified diving instructor will instruct you and help you explore the beauty of the coral gardens, 
Eagle and Manta rays during 4 visits to protected sites on board one of the most comfortable 
boats on the waters (Larson 254). 

WHY ?  The best snorkeling tour in French Polynesia

Walk in the Valley of Kings

You will discover through these ethnobotanical walks other treasures of Bora Bora: mountains 
and rich nature. Your guide will explain how Polynesians use plants in their traditional medi-
cine, before leading you at the foot of Otemanu and Pahi mountains, where lies a giant banyan 
among other trees...don’t miss those beautiful landscapes! In full day, a few stops along the 
valley will allow you to enjoy amazing views of the turquoise lagoon.

WHY ?  to step into the unspoiled Bora Bora
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Raiatea of Yesterday and Nowadays 
Half Day

Guided by Christian, appreciated all over the island and former journalist of the local newspaper 
“Les Nouvelles de Tahiti”, you will discover Raiatea differently. Passionate, he tells anecdotes 
about Raiatea and its inhabitants’ everyday life with a lot of humor and no preconception. He 
stops in atypical and picturesque places, to show you odd objects, introduce you local personali-
ties or tell you the story of a particular place. He talks about education, religion, local economy, 
crafts, politics, and more ... Christian does not save and is generous in his explanations, if you 
have something planned after the tour, tell him from the start!

WHY ?  To discover the islanders way of life

Tahaa Boat Tour from Raiatea  
Full Day (Motu Lunch included)

Visit Raiatea’s sister island Tahaa and its colorful coral garden hosting thousands of fishes. Also 
visit a pearl farm, a vanilla plantation where you will learn how it is grown and then dried to re-
veal this so typical aroma. A delicious lunch will be served on a motu. A busy day full of discovery 
is waiting for you !

WHY ?  You can not miss the magnificent lagoon of Tahaa! 

Tupuna Boat Tour, Faaroa River & Marae Taputapuatea   
Half Day

Discover Raiatea’s East coast by boat beginning with the Faaroa river, the only navigable river in 
French Polynesia, followed by the visit of the extensive marae of Taputapuatea. The tour then 
continues with a stop at motu Iriru, a motu where a refreshment will be served. Also enjoy sun-
bathing and a swim !

WHY ?  The Mana of the place
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COMBO TOUR 4WD & Lagoon
Full Day (Motu Lunch included)

Discover all the treasures of the «vanilla island» during a full day excursion. Begin with a 4WD 
tour through paths leading to a magnificent view point on Tahaa lagoon. Pearl farm, vanilla 
plantation…these are the stops before going to the motu by boat for a delicious lunch. The 
day tour will then continue with a snorkeling in the most beautiful coral gardens of French 
Polynesia.

WHY ? A great tour, very comprehensive

Hiking at Mount Temehani Rahi 
(athletic level / Lunch included)  

Full Day

Challenging hiking trail up the rocky Temehani Rahi plateau at the center of the island, the unique 
place where the flower Tiare Apetahi grows. You will walk through a pine forest which opens onto 
a peak with endless views of the lagoon and neighboring islands. Swim in crystal clear waters and 
enjoy the incredible views.

WHY ? The unique & surprising Tiare Apetahi
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Sacred Sites & Legendary Places,  4WD & Walking Tour  
Half Day           

Set off on an educational exploration of the island and learn all about Polynesian geology, botany, 
anthropology, archaeology, sociology, economy, history and traditions. An American anthropolo-
gist who has lived in Huahine for many years will be your driver and will share his knowledge and 
experience with you.

WHY ?  The extensive knowledge of the guide.

Poe Lagoon Tour with Motu Lunch Feet in the Water
Full Day

Have a day of adventure around the island of Huahine and its lagoon. Your guide will introduce 
you to the island’s legends and Faie’s famous eels before gliding along the lagoon to the coral 
garden and pearl farm. Let the water wash over your feet whilst you feast on delicious local deli-
cacies prepared before your very eyes (you are welcome to muck in!) at lunchtime on the motu! 
Your day out also includes plaiting demonstration, fruit tasting and snorkeling.

WHY ?  A 100% authentic atmosphere!

COMBO Tour 4WD & Lagoon by Poe
Full Day (Motu Lunch feet in the water included)

A full day of discoveries allying land and sea awaits you…The day begins with a 4WD tour accom-
panied by Poe, native from Huahine and the visit of the main sites of the island: village of Maeva 
and its traditional fish traps, Faie and its blue-eyed eels and much more…The day continues 
with a picnic lunch on a family motu, feet in the lagoon! Various activities are scheduled in the 
afternoon on the motu before leaving for a circle island tour of Huahine Iti by boat.

WHY ?  Discover the essence of Moorea in 1 day
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The Blue Lagoon Tour  
Full Day (Motu Lunch included)

Discover one of the most exquisite places of the atoll known as the Lagon Bleu, a lagoon 
within a lagoon, just one hour from Rangiroa by boat. Feed tropical fish, bird watch, explore 
surrounding islands and go snorkelling before settling down to your picnic and seeing some 
sharks.

WHY ?  One of the most beautiful place in Polynesia

Discovery of the Reef Island 
Full Day (Motu Lunch included)

Head towards South, an hour and half far from the main village towards the unique Ile aux Récifs 
(reef island) where sits the “Feo”: walls made up of fossilised coral located behind the island’s 
stunning beaches. Stroll down the beach and explore the island’s flora and fauna (pencil urchins, 
reef fish, crustaceans etc). Do not miss!

WHY ?  Discover a lunar landscape

Sporty Snorkeling in Tiputa Pass
02h00

Observe Rangiroa’s submarine world drifting Tiputa pass equipped with flippers, mask and tuba. 
Enjoy being up close and personal with a range of marine creatures such as schools of fish, hum-
phead wrasse, manta and leopard rays etc. Snorkeling couldn’t get any better! Finish up with a 
visit to the natural aquarium. Note that this tour is not recommended for beginners. 

WHY ?  One of the famous sites in scuba-diving’ underworld
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 The excursions & activities listed above are subject to conditions. Rates & sales conditions provided upon request.
Itinerary and order of the visited sites may change without prior notice according to weather conditions or other circumstances.

Most excursions require healthy conditions. Pregnant women/disabled guests/babies... our services must be notified in advance!

All tours have been regularly tried out in order to give the most accurate information and advice. Each guest should carefully 
review the tour description to evaluate its own physical limits.
Guests are recommended to wear comfortable appropriate attire including shoes (walking, water or hiking as needed), sun
protection (cream, hat, and rash guard), insect repellent, sunglasses, and bring a bottle of water”.

Our land tours (4x4 vehicles, ATV or similar) may include rough off-road driving and steep ascents and descents. It is therefore
not recommended to pregnant women, persons suffering from motion sickness, vertigo, bad back, or excess weight.

Our water activities require guests to know how to swim, to be comfortable in the water, and able to cope with occasional 
currents. Guests are cautioned not to touch or step on the coral reef, or touch any underwater animals for safety and environ-
mental reasons.
We recommend reef shoes in order to avoid any wounds or discomfort. Wildlife sightings are likely but never guaranteed.
Tours on open sea (dolphin, whale watching…) : we recommend that guests prone to seasickness acquire the adequate 
preventive treatments.

GENERAL REMARKS

Photo Credit :  G.LeBacon, T.McKenna, R.Fayada, A.Lopez, E.Pinel, Tahiti Nui Group, GIE Tahiti Tourisme


